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Wine Tourism - March 2017 
  
 
“Wine tourism, the practice of tourism that includes visiting vineyards, 
wineries, wine festivals and events, and tasting and consuming wine 
while experiencing the attributes of a wine-growing region, has been 
enjoying considerable growth over the past few years. It has become 
increasingly important to the wine industry as a means of 
diversification beyond wine production and empowers rural 
communities to develop their own regional tourism product and 
establish a range of partnerships with other local tourism providers to 
mutual benefit.” 
Jessica Kelly, Senior Tourism Analyst 
 
Report answers the following key questions: 
 
● What is the history and definition of wine tourism around the world? 
● What is the state of the global wine industry and how does wine tourism 
contribute to the industry? 
● What are the main wine-tourism concepts? 
● Who is the wine tourist? 
● What does the future hold for wine tourism? 
  
If you want more details about this particular report, please contact 
the Mintel information team on +44 (0)20 7606 6000 or email them at 
info@mintel.com. 
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Wine Tourism - March 2017 

Overview 
  
WHAT IS WINE? 
Wine is a natural, agricultural substance defined as a ‘product obtained exclusively from the 
total or partial alcoholic fermentation of fresh grapes’. Its production is strictly controlled 
from vineyard to consumer, via comprehensive and specific standards that cover the areas 
of wine production, including soil and planting areas, wine varieties and winemaking.  
 
Every wine is unique on account of different soils and climatic conditions in which vines are 
grown, along with differing viniculture (or winemaking) methods, and there is no universally 
agreed ‘correct’ method of winemaking. Wine grapes tend to be smaller than grapes for 
eating and there are thousands of different varieties, the most common of which is 
Cabernet Sauvignon. Wine is produced once a year as grapes take a full year to ripen and 
the term ‘vintage’ refers to the making (vint) and year made (age). ‘Non-vintage wines’, 
often marked with an ‘NV’, refers to a blend of several vintages together.  
 
Blending, the technique of using several grape varieties, is the traditional method of 
winemaking and such wines make up the vast majority of wine; there are many examples of 
classic blends. The world’s most popular wine blend, Red Bordeaux, uses Cabernet 
Sauvignon and Merlot as the base ingredients blending with Cabernet Franc, Malbec and 
Petit Verdot, while White Bordeaux blends Semillon, Sauvignon Blanc and Muscadelle 
grapes. There are numerous variations of the Bordeaux blend, depending upon where it is 
grown. In Tuscany, Sangiovese is blended with Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot, while in 
Argentina, Malbec is blended with Cabernet Sauvignon as another variant. 
 
Single-varietal wines are made from a single or dominant grape variety, such as Chablis, 
made from the Chardonnay grape, Pinot Noir and Riesling. To be labelled single-varietal, the 
wine must comprise a minimum percentage of the stated grape, which varies according to 
the designated export market. The US, South Africa and Australia demand 75% of the 
stated grape, while several European countries including Italy, France, Germany and Spain, 
along with New Zealand, require 85%. 
 
WINE TOURISM: DEFINITION AND EVOLUTION 
The practice of wine tourism refers to tourism whose purpose includes visiting vineyards, 
wineries, wine festivals and events, during which the tasting and consumption of wine and 
experiencing the attributes of the wine-growing region are the primary motivations. The 
sector is also referred to as ‘enotourism’, ‘oenotourism’ and ‘vinitourism’ and is regarded as 
a niche-market tourism activity that is included within several larger niche markets, notably 
agritourism, ecotourism, sustainable, culinary or gastronomy tourism. 
 
Over recent years, wine tourism has become of increasing importance to the industry as it 
strives to diversify beyond wine production to add value and distinction to brands and 
compete profitably in a highly competitive market. At the United Nations World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO)’s 1st Global Conference on Wine Tourism held in Georgia in 
September 2016, more than 200 participants gathered at the two-day event, including 
representatives from ministries of tourism, destination management organisations (DMOs), 
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national tourism organisations (NTOs), universities, tour operators, wine professionals and 
other tourism experts from almost 50 countries.  
 
Establishing the fundamentals around wine tourism, the conference agreed, among other 
things, that: 
 
● wine tourism is a fundamental part of gastronomy tourism 
● it can contribute to sustainable tourism through the tangible and intangible heritage 
of the destination 
● wine tourism can generate substantial economic and social benefits as well as 
playing an important role in terms of preservation of cultural and natural resources 
● it facilitates the linking of destinations around the common goal of providing unique 
and innovative tourism products 
● wine tourism provides opportunities for emerging destinations to mature alongside 
established destinations by enhancing the economic and social impact of a local community 
● it provides a new way to experience a destination’s culture and lifestyle by 
responding to the market’s evolving needs and expectations 
 
The Great Wine Capitals Global Network (GWC), a network of ten global cities located in 
internationally renowned wine regions, has identified tourism excellence as a key objective 
to heighten the wine experience for everyone who visits its regions and cities, among which 
are Bilbao, Bordeaux, Cape Town, Mendoza, Porto, San Francisco and Valparaiso.  
 
GWC was founded in 1999 with the aim of encouraging travel, education and business 
exchanges between the prestigious wine regions involved, in both the northern and 
southern hemispheres. Since inception, GWC has developed and introduced several 
projects, initiatives and programmes, and excellence in wine tourism is a key objective. Its 
award scheme, Best of Wine Tourism, was designed to reward wineries that have 
distinguished themselves in terms of facilities, sustainable wine tourism and delivering 
quality tourism experiences and since inception, more than 574 properties have won 
awards.  
 
The most successful wine regions have developed effective practices that provide 
memorable experiences to keep visitors returning time after time, and maximising 
recommendations through word of mouth. The sector has become more sophisticated over 
recent years as winery tasting rooms are no longer venues just to taste and purchase wine 
but provide an opportunity to experience a complete tourism experience, and many wineries 
host their own events and operate tours at relevant times. 
 
Examples of wine-tourism experiences may include one or more of the following 
wine-tourism activities: 
 
● The establishment of wine routes and trails within a local region; examples of these 
can be found in the Cape winelands of South Africa and the Californian wine-growing 
regions in the US; Europe is home to some of the oldest wine routes and Argentina has 
developed routes to attract an increasing international audience. 
● Wine community partnerships where wine regions work in partnership with local 
hotels, restaurants, local attractions and tour operators.  
● Special wine events and festivals, which are becoming increasingly numerous and 
hosted around the world.  
● Experiential wine programmes for tourists, offering opportunities for hands-on 
experiences such as blending customised wine, or cooking and tasting courses. 
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● Unique partnerships, for example, twinning activities such as golf and wine, or spa 
and wine, offered at establishments including luxury hotels. 
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Wine Tourism - March 2017 

The Global Wine Industry 
  
HISTORY OF WINE AND WINE TOURISM 
With the oldest winery believed to have been founded in Armenia in 4,100 BC, wine has a 
long and ancient history, deeply entwined with all recorded human history and today, vines 
are grown on every continent, with the exception of Antarctica. Winemaking techniques 
passed from the Egyptian Pharaohs from 3,100 BC to the Phoenicians who began to trade 
wine across the Mediterranean, the Middle East and into North Africa to points in Greece and 
Italy. The first mention of wine in the Bible is in the book of Genesis and by 800 BC, the 
Greeks had begun to perfect their techniques of winemaking, naming Dionysius their God of 
Wine. There are numerous references to wine in Ancient Greek texts written by Aesop and 
Homer; however, while frequently praised by poets, historians and artists, wine was 
considered the privilege of the upper classes.  
 
As the influence of ancient Greece spread around the Mediterranean, areas in southern Italy 
and Sicily became some of the earliest wine-growing regions. The Romans quickly embraced 
wine as a central part of their culture, created their own god in Bacchus and further 
cultivated wine production techniques, developing vintages that were subsequently enjoyed 
for decades. As their empire expanded, the Romans went on to plant vineyards across 
Europe including modern-day France, Germany, Portugal, Spain and several Central 
European countries.  
 
Following the rise of Christianity from around 380, wine became a central part of the 
sacrament and its importance to the Catholic Church led to an increased focus on wine 
cultivation and production as monks in Italy and France began working as wine merchants, 
perfecting winemaking technology. The Benedictine monks became one of Europe’s largest 
wine producers and established vineyards through France including the regions of 
Champagne, Burgundy and Bordeaux. Wealthy merchants and the noble classes drank wine 
with every meal and maintained well-stocked wine cellars.  
 
The 18th and 19th centuries in Europe were considered the ‘Golden Age’ as techniques 
improved to produce finer qualities of wine, glass bottles with corks emerged and the 
corkscrew was invented. The French wine industry grew remarkably during the period as 
wines from the Bordeaux region were traded to the Low Countries, Germany, Ireland and 
Scandinavia. However, the industry suffered a devastating setback during the 1860s and 
1870s, a period known as the French Wine Blight, when vineyards were decimated by the 
aphid phylloxera, which sucked juice out of the roots.  
 
Beyond Europe, the development of ‘New World’ wines began in the 15th century as 
Spanish conquistadors first travelled into Mexico and Brazil and onwards across South 
America. As Chile’s first winery was established in 1554, Spanish missionaries travelled 
further into Argentina, settling in the Mendoza region and planting the region’s first grapes. 
 
French Huguenots are credited with first bringing wine to the US in 1562 using native 
grapes, although the practice was short-lived as the resulting wine produced an unpleasant 
taste. However, in the early 17th century, French winemakers in Virginia began to cultivate 
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wine using imported grapevines; nevertheless, growth proved slow owing to the colony’s 
puritanical roots. Wine was first grown in South Africa from the mid-17th century after it 
was colonised by the Dutch East India Company and in 1796, Spanish missionary Junipero 
Serra travelled from Mexico City to California, and the state’s first winery was established in 
Sonoma.  
 
Wine arrived in Australia with the First Fleet in 1788, which stopped en route in South 
Africa, collecting grape cuttings to be planted upon arrival at the newly established penal 
colony. In 1832 James Busby, considered the father of the Australian wine industry, was 
appointed British Resident of New Zealand by the British government, and established New 
Zealand’s first vineyard in 1836.  
 
The Gold Rush of the mid-19th century stimulated wine production in California and led to 
the development of the Zinfandel grape, one of the region’s most famous grapes today and 
which has its origins in Croatia. 
 
China was the latest nation to fully embrace the wine industry during the 1980s, firstly 
importing French wine and subsequently working with French partners to plant and cultivate 
vineyards and today China is one of the world’s leading wine producers and consumers.  
 
Today, winemaking is considered both an art and a science and many vineyards use a range 
of modern technologies to control fermentation processes including refrigeration to enable 
the production of high-quality wines in hot climates. Large harvesting machines have 
empowered vineyards to increase in size and become more efficient, allowing them to meet 
the needs of a demanding consumer market.  
 
While tourism and wine-tasting at European wineries predates the European Grand Tour of 
the 18th century, visits to vineyards particularly gathered pace during the early 19th 
century as European rail networks developed, creating increased access to a growing middle 
class. German wine trails developed during the 1920s and the oldest wine route in the 
world, the Deutsche Weinstrasse, opened in 1935. In the New World, wine tourism 
increased towards the end of the 20th century, particularly in the Napa Valley in California, 
which today welcomes more than 3.3 million wine tourists who spend US$1.6 billion 
annually.  
 
Australia and New Zealand were also quick to recognise the potential of wine tourism, with 
well-planned offers including restaurants, festivals and luxury hotels, while South Africa’s 
first wine route was officially launched in Stellenbosch in 1973.  
 
OLD WORLD VS NEW WORLD  
Wine is made in almost every country of the world and is categorised as either Old World or 
New World, terms that refer to where they first originated. Old World wines come from 
places considered as the birthplace of wine and have a long history of wine production. They 
are almost exclusively European, such as the well-known and high-producing regions of 
France, Italy, Spain and Germany and also include Portugal, Austria, Greece, Lebanon, 
Israel, Croatia, Georgia, Romania, Hungary and Switzerland. Old World wines have a 
particular focus on the ‘terroir’, the unique characteristics of the soil and climate, which 
often contributes to lighter-bodied, more delicate wines and gives their wine a ‘sense of 
place’. Thus, labelling relies on understanding which grape grows where, for instance a 
Saint Emilion wine is typically a Merlot.  
 
New World wines come from countries that were once colonies and are usually in hotter 
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climates, including the US, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina and Chile. As a 
consequence, such wines are often fuller-bodied and have bolder flavours. New World wines 
usually adopt different labelling techniques, using both grapes and the growing region for 
recognition.  
 
Production of wine in Old World countries is heavily restricted with guidelines that all 
wineries must follow, adopting standards that have been established for centuries. However, 
practices in New World wineries vary and wineries are often able to take advantage of 
newer technologies for experimentation.  
 
FACTS AND FIGURES 
Production  
Europe is the leading producer of the world’s wine and the three countries of Italy, France 
and Spain accounted for nearly half (49.5%) of the 260 million hectolitres produced in 
2016, according to the International Organisation of Vine and Wine (OIV). Old World wine 
producer Italy has topped the table as the world’s leading wine-producing country for many 
years (although France briefly headed the table in 2014), accounting for almost one fifth of 
estimated global production in 2016 (18.8%) followed by France (16.1%) and Spain 
(14.6%). The US leads production of New World wines accounting for 8.7%, followed by 
Australia and China, which accounted for 4.8% and 4.4% of production respectively in 
2016.  
 
FIGURE 1: Top 10 wine-producing countries, 2013-16 
  
(000 of 
hectolitres)  

2013  2014  2015*  2016**  % 
change 
(2016)  

% share 
(2016)  

Italy 54,029 44,229 50,000 48,800 -2.4 18.8 
France 42,134 46,804 47,373 41,900 -11.6 16.1 
Spain 45,308 39,500 36,600 37,800 +3.3 14.6 
US 23,590 23,700 22,140 22,500 +1.6 8.7 
Australia 12,310 11,900 11,900 12,500 +5.0 4.8 
China 11,100 11,100 11,500 11,500 - 4.4 
Chile 12,820 10,500 12,870 10,100 -21.5 3.9 
South Africa 10,982 11,500 11,200 9,100 -18.8 3.5 
Argentina 14,984 15,197 13,358 8,800 -34.1 3.4 
Germany 8,409 9,202 8,788 8,400 -4.4 3.2 
Rest of world 53,234 47,168 48,671 48,100 -1.2 18.5 
Total  288,900  270,800  274,400  259,500  -5.4  100.0  
 
 
Notes: * provisional; ** estimated; 1 hectolitre = 100 litres 
Source: OIV, October 2016 
 
However, global wine production was expected to decline by 5.4% in 2016 according to the 
OIV, making it one of the lowest production years in the past two decades. The reasons 
have been attributed to climatic events, particularly the El Niño climate phenomenon, which 
brought unseasonably heavy rain and affected production in much of the southern 
hemisphere. Consequently, production in Argentina and Chile plummeted by 34.1% and 
21.5% respectively and experts have predicted that warming temperatures globally are 
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leading to increased periods of unstable weather conditions.  
 
South Africa and France have also experienced notable falls in production in the same year 
(18.8% and 11.6% respectively), but the news is better for Australia and New Zealand, 
which are expected to have increased production by 5.0% and 35.0% respectively, putting 
New Zealand’s figures near the record it set in 2014.  
 
Consumption 
Global consumption in 2015 was estimated to be 240 million hectolitres (mhl) and the OIV 
reported a general stabilisation since the economic and financial crisis of 2008 caused 
consumption to plummet. While Europe still accounts for 50% of wine consumption 
worldwide, the US has established itself as the world’s largest domestic market with a share 
of 12.9% and a small increase of 1.0% was registered over 2014. France, the 
second-largest consumer, registered a small decline in consumption (1.1%). The markets in 
Italy and Germany are now very similar and registered modest growth (0.5% and 1.0% 
respectively) while consumption in China grew by 3.2% although growth has slowed since 
the rapid rise in demand that started at the beginning of the 2000s.  
 
FIGURE 2: Main wine-consuming countries, 2013-15 
  
(m of 
hectolitres)  

2013  2014*  2015**  % share 
(2015)  

% change 
(2015)  

US 30.3 30.7 31.0 12.9 +1.0 
France 27.8 27.5 27.2 11.3 -1.1 
Italy 21.8 20.4 20.5 8.5 +0.5 
Germany 20.4 20.3 20.5 8.5 +1.0 
China 16.5 15.5 16.0 6.7 +3.2 
UK 12.7 12.6 12.9 5.4 +2.4 
Argentina 10.4 9.9 10.3 4.3 +4.0 
Spain 9.8 9.9 10.0 4.2 +1.0 
Russia 10.4 9.6 8.9 3.7 -7.3 
Australia 5.4 5.4 5.4 2.3 - 
Rest of world 77.5 77.3 77.3 32.2 - 
Total  243.0  239.1  240.0  100.0  +0.4  
 
 
Notes: * provisional; ** forecast 
Source: State of the Viniculture World Market, April 2016, OIV 
 
Land under vines 
In 2015, the estimated total world area under vines showed a slight decline of 0.1% to 
reach 7,534 kilohectares (kha). EU vineyards accounted for 3,362 kha, or 45.0% of the 
total, and Spanish vineyards occupy the most land with just over 1 million hectares, 
according to the OIV. Since the EU programme to regulate wine production ended after the 
2011/12 harvest, the rate of decline of EU vineyards has reportedly slowed, although the 
continental total fell by 25.7% in 2015. 
 
Beyond Europe, total vineyard surface area has continued to grow, by 19.0% in 2015, and 
China is the main driver of growth as its area under vines increased by 34 kha (4.3%) 
between 2014 and 2015 and has now overtaken France as the second-largest vineyard 
surface area in the world. 
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FIGURE 3: Areas under vines in global vineyards, 2013-15 
  
(kha)  2013  2014*  2015**  % share 

(2015)  
% change 
(2015)  

Spain 1,021 1,022 1,021 13.6 -0.1 
China 757 796 830 11.0 +4.3 
France 793 791 786 10.4 -0.6 
Italy 705 690 682 9.1 -1.2 
Turkey 504 502 497 6.6 -1.0 
US 422 419 419 5.6 - 
Argentina 224 226 225 3.0 -0.4 
Portugal 229 224 217 2.9 -3.1 
Chile 208 211 211 2.8 - 
Rest of world 2,675 2,660 2,646 35.1 -0.5 
Total  7,538  7,541  7,534  100.0  -0.1  
 
 
Notes: * provisional; ** forecast; 1 kilohectare = 103 hectares  
Source: State of the Viniculture World Market, April 2016, OIV 
 
Global value and volume 
In 2015 the global market based on total exports by all countries was estimated by the OIV 
to reach 104.3mhl in terms of volume (an increase of 1.8% over 2014) and €28.3 billion in 
value, an increase of 10.6%.  
 
France, Italy and Spain dominated the wine trade in 2015, accounting for 56% of the 
volume of the global market and 57.4% of exports in terms of value. However, while Spain 
exported the greatest volume (24mhl, an increase of 7.6%), France and Italy were the 
biggest exporters in terms of value (€8.2 billion and €5.4 billion respectively; 6.8% and 
5.4% growth respectively). Spain’s significant market share of bulk wines (62%) resulted in 
a lower average price for its overall exports by comparison with France and Italy whose 
shares accounted for 25% and 16% respectively.  
 
FIGURE 4: Main wine exporters, 2014-15 
  
 Volume 

(mhl)  
Volume 
(mhl)  

% 
share 
2014  

% 
change 
2014-15  

Value 
(€bn)  

Value 
(€bn)  

% 
share 
2014  

% 
change 
2014-15  

 2014  2015    2014  2015    
France 14.3 14.0 13.4 -2.1 7,720 8,244 29.1 +6.8 
Italy 20.4 20.0 19.2 -2.0 5,081 5,353 18.9 +5.4 
Spain 22.3 24.0 23.0 +7.6 2,529 2,641 9.3 +4.4 
Chile 8.1 8.8 8.4 +8.6 1,388 1,650 5.8 +18.9 
Australia 7.0 7.4 7.1 +5.7 1,262 1,459 5.2 +15.6 
US 4.0 4.2 4.0 +5.0 1,103 1,395 4.9 +26.5 
New 
Zealand 

1.9 2.1 2.0 +10.5 845 963 3.4 +14.0 

Germany 3.9 3.6 3.5 -7.7 976 953 3.4 -2.4 
Portugal 2.8 2.8 2.7 - 725 738 2.6 +1.8 
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Argentina 2.6 2.7 2.6 +3.8 631 737 2.6 +16.8 
South 
Africa 

4.2 4.2 4.0 - 594 629 2.2 +5.9 

Other 10.9 10.5 10.1 -3.7 2,746 3,538 12.5 +28.8 
Total  102.4  104.3  100.0  +1.9  25,600  28,300  100.0  +10.5  
 
 
Note: mhl = million hectolitres 
Source: State of the Viniculture World Market, April 2016, OIV 
 
The marked increase in value was notable across all main exporting countries with the 
exception of Germany, and the year saw the greatest increases in the value of exports from 
New World markets of the US (26.5%), Chile (18.9%), Argentina (16.8%), Australia 
(15.6%) and New Zealand (14.0%).  
 
In terms of volume, notable increases were attributed to New Zealand (10.5%), Chile 
(8.6%) and Spain (7.6%) while exports from the traditional markets of France and Italy 
registered a decline (2.1% and 2.0% respectively).  
 
The OIV further reported that overall in the medium term, the figures correspond to a 
resumption in the growth of volume and value of the global market since dips were noted in 
2013 and 2014.  
 
Top-selling brands 
By bottled brand, sales tell a different story globally as the best-sellers are dominated by 
New World wines, which are increasingly targeting a growing group of younger and 
discerning wine drinkers, the Millennials. Dominated by the US and China, which together 
occupy seven of the ten top slots, Chile’s Concha y Toro has been slowly gaining global 
recognition with good-quality wines that come at an affordable price. 
 
FIGURE 5: Top 10 bottled wine brands, 2016 
  
 Brand  Origin  Brand owner  Sales 

volume 
2016 (by 9 
litre cases)  

1 Barefoot California, US E&J Gallo Winery 22.5m 
2 Concha y Toro Chile Concha y Toro 15.2m 
3 Gallo California, US E&J Gallo Winery 15.0m 
4 Changyu Ningxia, China Changyu Pioneer Wine 

Co 
15.0m 

5 Robert 
Mondavi 

California, US Constellation Brands 12.0m 

6 Yellow Tail NSW, Australia Casella Wines 11.5m 
7 Sutter Home California, US Trinchero Family Estates 10.0m 
8 Hardys SA, Australia Accolade Wines 9.5m 
9 Great Wall Shandong Province, 

China 
China Foods Limited 7.8m 

10 Beringer California, US Treasury Wine Estates 7.3m 
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Source: The Drinks Business, 2016 
 
Global wine-tourism volume and value 
At the 1st Global Conference on Wine Tourism in 2016, the UNWTO reported that wine 
tourism is a growing segment, which offers wineries considerable potential to take a leading 
role in providing regional tourism excellence. Over the last decade, wine tourism has 
become increasingly important within the niche of gastronomy tourism, and a pillar in many 
destinations’ diversification strategies. Wine tourism is in different stages of development 
around the world and topline arrivals figures from the UNWTO reveal that: 
 
● in the US, wine tourism is dominated by domestic visitors and it is estimated that 15 
million travellers were motivated by wine tourism in 2014 
● in the same year there were up to 10 million wine tourists in France and 5 million in 
Italy, and the domestic market is believed to carry less weight than in the US 
● Argentina supports 1.5 million wine tourists with a considerable proportion from 
international sources, meaning that a high percentage of all 5 million international arrivals 
to Argentina go on to visit wineries 
● although the global leader in terms of land under vines and third in production terms, 
Spain has relatively few wine tourists at 2.1 million, which represents a very small 
percentage (3%) of the 65 million international tourists it welcomes each year; as a 
consequence, there is a great need for institutional support to develop the industry in one of 
the world’s leading tourism destinations 
● it is further estimated that Italy welcomes between 4 and 6 million wine tourists 
every year while New Zealand and Germany each have 1 million 
● with 41.6 million arrivals attributed to just eight countries, Mintel believes it can be 
estimated that globally, wine tourist arrivals must exceed 50 million by some margin 
 
In 2013, wine tourism was estimated to have generated more than US$20 billion in 
revenues and was widely considered attractive as a means of diversifying and growing 
wineries’ sources of revenue. Based on the growth of wine tourists globally, evidenced in 
the country analyses section, Mintel believes wine-tourism revenues are likely to have 
increased by between 10% and 15% in the three years to 2016, generating in excess of 
US$22 billion annually. 
 
Wine-tourism trends 
GWC has developed and introduced several projects, initiatives and programmes, and 
achieving excellence in wine tourism is a key objective. Its 2015 Market Survey on Wine 
Tourism Trends in the GWC Global Network revealed some emerging trends in wine tourism, 
which have evolved since 2013: 
 
● A significant percentage of wineries that responded believe that wine tourism will 
form a greater portion of the wine industry by 2020, ranging from 91% of wineries in 
Mendoza, Cape Town (88%), Bilbao (86%) and Mainz (72%); however, wineries in 
Bordeaux were less optimistic at 22% along with Valparaiso (43%).  
● Outside of wine tasting, gastronomy was the activity most offered at wineries (with 
the exception of Bordeaux) followed by the cross-selling of regional products, wine festivals, 
particularly in Mainz and Cape Town, and accommodation. Conferences and music 
concerts/events had become more important among all destinations, while weddings were 
beginning to show signs of growth (except for Bordeaux and Bilbao). 
● With regard to wine-tourism revenues, GWC’s research found that wineries in Bilbao 
saw revenue shift from food to wine sales while Bordeaux saw a move from 
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hosting/restaurants to tasting fees. While activities at Cape Town wineries remained largely 
similar, Mainz began a shift towards hosting and Mendoza into tasting fees and 
hosting/restaurants. Meanwhile, Porto saw a radical move away from activities and into 
wine sales.  
 
FIGURE 6: Evolution of wine-tourism revenues among selected GWC wineries, 
2013-15 
  
 2013  2015  2013  2015  2013  2015  2013  2015  2013  2015  2013   
 Bilbao   Bordeaux   Cape 

Town  
 Mainz   Mendoza   Porto   

 %   %   %   %   %   %   
Wine sales 74 88 79 78 70 69 48 46 59 47 13 51 
Merchandising 3 1 2 2 3 5 1 - 7 5 1 2 
Tasting fees 4 6 2 10 2 4 7 6 9 21 25 15 
Food 15 4 - 3 10 9 16 11 13 12 35 14 
Accommodation - - 12 4 9 8 26 26 8 14 22 10 
Hosting/rest 4 - 4 2 6 4 3 12 4 2 3 2 
Total 100 99 99 99 100 99 101 101 100 101 99 94 
 
 
Note: total figures as published; GWC = Great Wine Capitals 
Source: Market Survey: Wine Tourism Trends in the GWCGN 2015 
 
It is clear therefore from current trends that the greatest wine-tourism destinations, 
including the US and some European destinations, are well placed to satisfy expectations of 
visitors from their domestic markets and neighbouring countries, and also from 
wine-consuming countries. 
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Wine Tourism  
  
Wine-tourism activities are numerous and wide-ranging and trips to wineries are often 
combined with several other activities on one trip. There is no ideal length for a tourism trip, 
which can encompass a day, or part-day trip visiting a winery for a tour around the vineyard 
and a tasting, maybe a meal, perhaps on the ‘spur of the moment’, or as part of a wider trip 
to the region staying in different accommodation en route. A wine-tourism trip might also 
be a tour for a few days along a wine trail visiting several wineries. Transport may be 
self-guided, guided or using alternative methods such as cycling. 
 
WINERIES  
There are many hundreds of thousands of wineries all over the world that produce wine 
either from grapes grown in their own vineyards or using grapes brought in from other 
locations. They vary enormously in size and many open to the public offering wine tasting, 
tours and other tourism-related activity such as restaurants, museums, art galleries and 
music concerts; some offer horseback riding around the vineyards, or tours in 4x4 vehicles, 
while others might offer a hot air balloon ride over the vineyards. Consequently, in leading 
wine-producing areas, competition is strong among the most successful and sophisticated 
wineries.  
 
Major wineries command high prices for their product and have developed correspondingly 
high-end and luxurious experiences for their wine tourist. Planning and development is 
meticulous and maintaining the brand image crucial in a competitive market place. Among 
some of the most impressive vineyards according to VinePair, an online lifestyle publication 
specialising in wine, are: 
 
● Bodegas Sommos, Huesca, Spain – one of the most modern wineries in Spain, the 
cubes and sharp lines of the building are intended to resemble a butterfly 
● Bodegas Ysios, La Rioja, Spain – conceived as a place of worship for wine and is the 
flagship winery in Rioja 
● Chateau Margaux, Bordeaux, France – one of the most famous wineries in the world 
which uses the image of its iconic ‘first-growth’ chateau (also known as Premier Cru, or top 
wines from the Bordeaux region) as an identifier on its label 
● Chateau Pichon-Lalande, Bordeaux, France – one of the world’s most photographed 
wine chateaux in the world; the family also owns the champagne house Louis Roederer 
● Dornier Winery, Stellenbosch, South Africa – the winery’s buildings are a combination 
of 18th-century barn, a 19th-century homestead and a 21st-century architectural statement 
that blends with its mountain and lakeside surroundings 
● Marques de Risqal, La Rioja, Spain – the oldest winery in Rioja features an 
extraordinary futuristic hotel designed by the famous post-modernist architect, Frank Gehry 
● Mission Hill Winery, British Columbia, Canada – features a 12-storey bell tower that 
rings out to welcome guests and awaken their senses 
● Opus One, California, US – a project of Baron Rothschild and Robert Mondavi to be 
the US’s first ultra-premium wine 
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However, there are many thousands of smaller, more intimate wineries that offer a tourism 
experience that is arguably more appealing in their informality and provide a more low-key 
opportunity to learn about the wine and the region.  
 
WINE ROUTES AND TRAILS 
Wine routes and/or trails are a common feature of wine tourism and most countries, or 
states in the case of the US, have routes created to showcase the best a region has to offer 
and retain the visitor. Details of interesting routes and trails are often featured in the media, 
both in print and online, and in 2015, travel imprint Lonely Planet published a new book, 
Wine Trails. The guidebook details complete itineraries that recommend the most interesting 
wineries and places to stay in 52 wine regions near major cities. 
 
FIGURE 7: Selected wine routes around the world, 2016 
  
Wine route  Region, country  Activities, wineries  
Classic New Zealand 
Wine Trail 

New Zealand Three top wine regions, inc 
Marlborough 

Elgin Valley Wine Route Cape Winelands, 
South Africa 

18 wineries; between sea and 
mountains 

Hunter Valley Wine 
Route 

NSW, Australia McGuigan, Stonehurst, McWilliams 

La Route De Vins Quebec, Canada 130-km route; four sub routes; lake 
cruising 

Medoc Chateaux Bordeaux, France Margaux, Mouton Rothschild, Latour, 
Lafite, Haut-Brion 

Napa and Sonoma 
Valley Routes 

California, 
Australia 

Inglenook, Mondavi, Domaine 
Chandon, Clos du Val 

Patagonia Neuquen Wine 
Route 

Neuquen, 
Argentina 

Bodega del Fin del Mundo (and 
dinosaurs) 

Route de Grand Crus Burgundy, France By balloon, helicopter, microlight or 
horseback 

Route de Montagne de 
Reims 

Champagne, 
France 

Moet & Chandon, Taittinger's 
subterranean cave 

Routes des Vins du Jura Jura, France Vin Jaune, Chateau Chalon 
St Emilion Heritage 
Route 

Bordeaux, France Micro-wine route; Le Train des Grand 
Vignobles 

Strada del Vino Sued 
Tiroler 

South Tyrol, Italy 15 alpine towns, hiking trails, electric 
cable car 

Tamar Valley Wine 
Route 

Tasmania, 
Australia 

32 boutique wineries, inc Bay of Fires 

Texas Hill Wine Trail Texas, USA 27 wineries; German varietals 
Valle del Maipo Santiago, Chile Concha y Toro 
 
 
Source: Various tourism boards and travel websites, 2017 (see Data Sources)  
 
The US is home to numerous wine trails that are not confined just to the major 
wine-producing regions in California. Iowa, New Mexico and Michigan also have several 
wineries within their borders, and ‘hidden trails’ can offer a deeper education and 
experience of wine and local culture that may be missing in the larger commercial wineries. 
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In North Carolina, 30 wineries are included within a 320-km wine route while in Texas the 
480-km wine route offers the opportunity for a longer wine-trip experience.  
 
France has several notable wine routes including the Alsace Wine Route (170km), littered 
with vineyards, castles and villages; routes that stretch out into six distinct wine-producing 
territories from the city of Bordeaux; the 60km-long Routes des Grand Crus (road of great 
wines) in Burgundy that travels through Cote de Beaune and Cote de Nuits; and five circuits 
in the Champagne region ranging from 220km long (the Coast Bar route) and Montagne de 
Reims and Massif de Sainte Thierry, each 70km long.  
 
There are 16 wine routes in the Western and Northern Cape of South Africa, mostly within 
100km of Cape Town, and include the Constantia Wine Route, Paarl Vintners and the 
Wellington Wine Route. The Stellenbosch Wine Route is the oldest, linking several important 
wineries in the region, and the town of Stellenbosch also features a dedicated Wine Routes 
Visitor Centre. Route 62 meanders through some of South Africa’s most fertile valleys and 
at 850km between Cape Town and Port Elizabeth, is believed to be the longest wine route in 
the world.  
 
In Germany, the 85-km long Deutsche Weinstrasse (German Wine Route) is the oldest of 
Germany’s wine routes, established in 1935 and located in the Palatinate region of 
Rhineland-Palatinate.  
 
Argentina promotes its wine trails under the slogan ‘Eight provinces, 16 trails’, exploring 
the wine regions in the north and south, which all have different options based on their 
cultural and territorial characteristics. These appeal to different market segments, such as 
adventure tourists who can also enjoy ballooning, horseback riding, cycling and get involved 
in harvesting. As the reputation of wine and wine tourism grows in the UK, a number of 
wine routes have been developed including the South East Wine Route that encompasses 17 
vineyards. 
 
WINE FESTIVALS 
Wine festivals are a regular feature of wine tourism, held to celebrate winemaking and wine 
culture and are usually held after the grape harvest, which in the northern hemisphere is at 
the end of September into October, and April or May south of the equator. Wine festivals 
are typically about drawing in the local communities and visitors to enjoy wines of the local 
region along with experiencing local cuisines, enjoying music, arts, and in many cases, 
learning about wine. Thousands of festivals are held every year and range in size. Notable 
examples include: 
 
● Bad Dürkheim Wurstmarkt, Bad Durkheim, Germany – the world’s largest wine 
festival with a history spanning 550 years, welcoming 600,000 visitors annually (held over 
two weekends each September) 
● Batalla del Vino, Haro, Spain – the famous Wine Fight where thousands of fans 
gather in Haro in the Rioja region for the world’s biggest wine battle (23-30 June 2017) 
● Bordeaux Wine Festival, France – held every two years and 2016 marked its 11th 
year, offering tasting workshops at the Ecole du Vin, a tasting pass for ultimate taste 
diversity, discovery tours, fireworks and magic shows (14-17 June 2018) 
● Festa de la Filoxera, Catalonia, Spain – an annual event that celebrates the end of 
the devastating phylloxera plague that almost wiped out Catalonia’s vineyards at the end of 
the 19th century (7-8 September 2017)  
● Festa dell’uva e del Vino, Bardolino, Italy – a five-day festival with wine tasting, a 
food fair, music and fireworks (28 September to 2 October 2017) 
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● Festival Napa Valley, California, US – promoting wine with performing arts, more 
than 200 artists, wineries, resorts, theatres, restaurants and vintners take part in the 
ten-day festival (14-24 July 2017) 
● GrapeFest, Texas, US – features a range of popular events including People’s Choice 
Wine Tasting Classic, GrapeStomp, GrapeFest Golf and Tennis Classics, ItalianCarFest, and 
live entertainment, making it the largest wine festival in south-west US (14-17 September 
2017) 
● International Pinot Noir Celebration, Oregon, USA – a three-day event exploring 
Pinot Noir, visiting vineyards, enjoying north-west cuisine and learning about the wine 
(28-30 July 2017) 
● La Fiesta Nacional de la Vendimia, Mendoza, Argentina – dates back to 1936 and 
following the harvest the fruit is blessed and celebrations are held over a ten-day festival 
with parades, dances and singing, culminating in the crowning of the Vendimia Queen 
(March 2017)  
● Pebble Beach Food and Wine, California, US – a hedonistic four-day festival 
featuring the wines of 250 wineries and 100 celebrity chefs on one of the most picturesque 
strips of coastline in the world (20-23 April 2017) 
● Oxford Wine Festival, Oxford, UK – a two-day festival bringing together leading 
wine merchants, regional specialists and English vineyards at the iconic buildings of the 
Oxford Union, together with live music, food and tastings (8-9 September 2017) 
● The Winery Tour, New Zealand – an annual festival that celebrates the wine, music 
and scenery of New Zealand through music events hosted at some of the country’s leading 
wineries (27 January-19 February 2017)  
 
WINING AND DINING 
Wine and food are inextricably linked and restaurants at wineries are becoming more 
common, particularly as a means of generating income beyond the practice of winemaking. 
Restaurants often offer gourmet cuisine cooked by renowned chefs, offering menus 
designed to complement wine produced at the vineyard. Restaurants are often housed in 
architecturally interesting buildings designed to take advantage of a setting within 
vineyards. Subsequently, the pairing of food and wine creates a holistic tourism offer that 
forms a unique and memorable experience.  
 
Diversification has led to additional food-led activities and some wineries produce picnic 
boxes to eat while rambling around the vineyard; others have opened shops selling local 
produce such as olive oil that might also be produced on the estate; cooking, wine-blending 
and wine-tasting courses on site are also popular. 
 
CITÉ DU VIN – THE WORLD’S FIRST WINE THEME PARK? 
Located in Bordeaux, the €80-million La Cité du Vin was opened by French president 
Francois Hollande in 2016, an attraction that offers an immersive approach to wine culture 
featuring a museum dedicated to the history, geography and geology of wine, temporary art 
exhibitions, a free tour through 20 thematic spaces exploring the wine culture, and wine 
tastings. It is anticipated that the Cite du Vin will attract 450,000 annual visitors (visitors to 
Bordeaux number 6 million annually), 40% from overseas, and would translate to be worth 
€38 million annually to Bordeaux. 
 
WINE-TOURISM DAYS AND CONFERENCES  
Annual wine-tourism days are wine-related events held throughout wine regions taking part, 
aimed at both the general public and the wine industry, and have evolved in both Europe 
and North America.  
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The European Day of Wine Tourism first took place in 2009, an initiative developed by 
the European Network of Wine Cities (Recevin), an organisation with membership of 80 
cities throughout Europe. In 2012, the North American version, the Wine Tourism Day 
was inaugurated, hosted by Zephyr Adventures on behalf of the wine industry, a tour 
operator that also organises the Wine Bloggers Conference and the Wine Tourism 
Conference, the latter being the industry meeting of wine-tourism professionals.  
 
Wine Tourism Day relies on wineries and other wine-related businesses creating and hosting 
events on the day and taking responsibility for generating enthusiasm and participation in 
the event. Typical examples could include hosting a lunch or dinner paired with wines, 
organising an evening musical performance, or a family day out with activities for children. 
Events are then uploaded and promoted online through the Wine Tourism Day website.  
 
From a business perspective, Wine Tourism Day aims to highlight the economic impact of 
wine tourism while promoting the concept of travelling to wine regions on holiday to the 
wine enthusiast or expert. Dates for the 2017 Wine Tourism Days have yet to be published. 
 
The International Wine Tourism Conference (IWINETC), inaugurated in 2009 and 
attended by around 300 wine and culinary professionals from 90 countries, is a two-day 
conference offering networking opportunities and experience sharing within the industry. 
The conference is hosted in different locations each year: Perugia, Italy; Zagreb, Croatia; 
and Champagne, France have all hosted. Catania in Sicily will be hosting the 2017 
conference, between 28-30 March.  
 
WINE-TOURISM AWARD WINNERS 2016 
Awards that recognise wineries’ contributions to tourism are usually annual and winners are 
able to capitalise on important PR benefits to attract oenophiles (connoisseurs of wine) and 
foodies and gain additional exposure and recognition for their commitment to enhancing the 
value and reputation of wine tourism. Leading publication Drinks International and GWC 
both issue a variety of prestigious awards. 
 
FIGURE 8: Wine-tourism awards, 2016 & 2017 
  
Category  Winery  Region, country  
Best Visitor Centre Seppeltsfield Estate Barossa Valley, Australia 
Best Food & Wine Matching 
Experience 

La Motte Franschhoek, South Africa 

Most Innovative Tourism 
Experience 

Miguel Torres Pacs del Penedes, Spain 

Best Accommodation The Yeatman Vila Nova da Gaia, 
Portugal 

Best Wine Event Pig on Spit at 
Kellemeister 

Barossa Valley, Australia 

Best Digital & Social Media 
Initiative 

Adega Mayor Alentejo, Portugal 

GWC Global Winners 2017   
Wine Tourism Restaurants Portofino Restaurant Valparaiso, Chile 
Innovative Wine Tourism 
Experiences 

Chateau Marquis de 
Terme 

Bordeaux, France 

Wine Tourism Services Seppeltsfield Estate Barossa Valley, Australia 
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Wine Tourism Services Quinta do Bomfim Porto, Portugal 
Wine Tourism Services Rheinhessenvinothek Mainz, Germany 
Architecture & Landscapes Trefethen Family 

Vineyards 
Napa Valley, USA 

Architecture & Landscapes Zuccardi Valle de Uco Mendoza, Argentina 
Architecture & Landscapes Vergelegen Cape Town, South Africa 
Architecture & Landscapes Vinedos de Paganos Bilbao, Spain 
 
 
Source: Drinks International 2016/GWC 2017  
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Profile of the Wine Tourist 
  
CHARACTERISTICS AND ATTRIBUTES  
With millions of wine tourists enjoying fruits of the vine all over the world, there has been 
considerable research into their characteristics and behavioural attributes, and there have 
been a number of studies carried out, including in Italy, Australia and New Zealand. 
Developing an understanding of wine-tourist segments provides significant opportunities for 
wineries to build strong relationships with each different profile based on their expectations 
of a wine-tourism experience.  
 
In a broad sense, it is clear that based on a simple distinction using purpose of visit as the 
main criterion for the motivation of the trip, there are two types of wine tourist: 
 
● Specialist winery tourists visit a vineyard, winery, wine festival or wine event for 
the leisure purposes and their primary motivation is a specific interest in wine or embarking 
on a wine-related experience 
● Generalist tourists are primarily motivated to visit a wine region for other reasons 
and choose to visit a winery as part of a wider tour or trip 
 
However, broadening these out reveals more detailed personal motivations that creates 
further segmentation based on attitude to wine and wine tourism. Research conducted by 
the Griffith University in Australia in 2014 on the wine-tourist market in Australia found 
some specific behavioural patterns across the sector: 
 
● The majority of wine tourists (65% overnight, 97% day) visited wineries close to 
where they live/stay in the same state. 
● A higher proportion of wine tourists travelled as a couple, and couples who stayed 
overnight were typically aged 45+.  
● Wine tourists are affluent, predominantly in full-time employment, earning in excess 
of AUD52,000 per year.  
 
Across the sample, the research revealed four distinct wine-tourist profiles: 
 
● Wine Lovers, who account for 15% of wine tourists, are knowledgeable about wine 
and are able to discuss many of the finer points of winemaking confidently with the vintner. 
Food and wine matching are important and the key motivations for visiting a winery are for 
tasting, purchasing and learning more about wine. The whole wine experience is their 
primary motivation, and meetings with the winemaker are key expectations. Typically, their 
attitude towards wine tourism is very positive and their intention to return, or embark on 
another wine-tourism adventure is among the highest of all wine tourists. 
● The Wine Interested tourist, accounting for 55% of the total, likes wine, and has 
visited wineries and attended wine tastings in the past. They enjoy food and exploring the 
countryside, embarking on all sorts of activities including visiting wineries, typically doing so 
with friends. The wine experience is also the primary motivation for this group of people 
who are eager to learn more about wine, but they are after a more relaxed experience in a 
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rural location. They have the highest positive attitude towards wine tourism and high 
intentions to visit.  
● Wine Curious tourists, (17%), are low to moderately interested in wine, but their 
motivations to visit a wine-growing region is driven by other reasons; a visit to a winery is 
regarded as ‘just another attraction, something else to do’. They are satisfied with their 
basic knowledge of wine. 
● Those tourists who are Wine Disinterested account for just 12% and they typically 
visit wineries as part of a group, often treating them as an alternative to a bar. They like to 
drink wine, but have little or no interest in learning about it. While they are keen to enjoy 
themselves and have a positive attitude, the wine experience and choice of region is of low 
importance to this group.  
 
As a contrast to the attributes of the Australian wine tourist, Italian research conducted by 
Bocconi University in Milan in 1996 segmented wine tourists on the basis of lifestyle, 
subsequently adopted by the Movimento del Turismo del Vino. While similar to the 
Australian research, the age groupings and demographics are deemed a more specific 
match to the Italian consumer and wine-tourism market and reveal the following groupings: 
 
● The Professional, aged 30-45, knowledgeable about wine and the wine world, have 
discussions with the winemaker and competently judge a wine’s good and bad points. 
Professionals are enthusiastic and devote much time and energy to learning new things. 
● The Impassioned Neophyte, aged 25-30, affluent, sees wine as a way of meeting 
new people and influencing them, enjoys food and the countryside. Travels with friends, 
some of them may be Professionals, and is eager to learn but less so than a Professional. 
● The Hanger-On, aged 40-50, wealthy and attracted to wine on the basis that 
knowing something about wine gives them status and distinction. They are satisfied with a 
basic knowledge but are swayed by famous names and labels, easily impressed by 
appearances.  
● The Drinker, aged 50-60, visits a winery on a Sunday morning as part of a group to 
enjoy a drink or two, may buy in bulk.  
 
However, across both bodies of research it is clear there are unifying elements that are 
important to all groupings, namely that of the environmental setting and location of the 
wineries is a key attraction among all respondents. It further cements the necessity of 
understanding the importance of the whole wine experience to satisfy the high expectations 
of wine tourists.  
 
DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS 
Between 2013 and 2015, GWC monitored emerging demographic trends revealing key 
issues that include the following observations: 
 
● In spite of the wine tourist being predominantly male, there is an upward trend in 
female visitors to wineries in Bilbao and Cape Town, and the latter’s focus is currently on 
boosting female visitors. However, female visitor numbers have been falling in Mendoza, 
Mainz, Bordeaux and Porto.  
● Percentages of visits by the under-35s have increased to wineries in Mendoza and 
Porto, but Cape Town has noted a significant fall in younger visitors under 35, along with 
Mainz and Bilbao. The Millennials are becoming an increasingly important consumer group 
and they look set to become the next important wine-tourist group. 
● There is a markedly increasing upward trend in visitors from international sources in 
Bilbao and Mendoza. 
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FIGURE 9: GWC’s tourist demographic trends (%), 2013-15 
  
 2013  2015  2013  2015  2013  2015  2013  2015  2013  2015  2013  2015  
 Bilbao   Bordeaux   Cape 

Town  
 Mainz   Mendoza   Porto   

Female 40 41 46 43 46 51 47 42 48 45 44 41 
Foreign 31 40 37 28 31 22 7 12 30 34 56 50 
<35 27 23 20 19 41 23 21 15 24 38 21 28 
 
 
Note: GWC = Great Wine Capitals 
Source: Market Survey: Wine Tourism Trends in the GWCGN 2015 
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What Next? 
  
A WINE-TOURISM PROTOTYPE FOR THE FUTURE 

“Wine tourism is intimately related to the identity of destinations and 
comprises cultural, economic and historical values. Furthermore, it 
constitutes a major driver in diversification strategies helping 
destinations to enrich the touristic offer and attract different publics.”  

-Taleb Rifai, UNWTO secretary general, at the opening of the 
UNWTO’s 1st Global Conference on Wine Tourism, September 

2016 
 

As wine tourism gathers pace globally, enhancing and developing the link between wine 
tourism and a destination’s culture, history and lifestyle was the theme behind the UNWTO’s 
1st Global Conference on Wine Tourism Conference held in Georgia in September 2016.  
 
The conference was the launching point of the UNWTO Wine Tourism Prototype, a tool to 
identify existing relationships between wineries and their surroundings, including influences 
on local and regional history, socio-economics and culture. Fieldwork to prepare the 
prototype was undertaken by the Leading Brands of Spain Forum (FMRE), a collaboration of 
the five Spanish wineries of Barbadillo, Gonzáles & Byass, Freixenet Group and Pagos del 
Rey, with the idea of offering the visitor a new way of touring Spain and experiencing its 
way of life through visiting wineries that are developed as interpretation centres for the 
local region.  
 
The innovative model developed for Spain, known as the Joyful Journey, provided a 
significant opportunity for the country to begin to develop its hitherto undeveloped wine 
tourism sector in a new way. As one of the world’s leading global tourism destinations, 
Spain has a hugely diverse tourism offer, which includes natural attractions of the Pyrenees 
mountains and rivers of Somontano, the rich Castilian history in the castles of Ribera del 
Duero and Toledo, and land-sea connections in Galicia and Toro, and wineries abound in 
most regions. Consequently, the prototype enables a connection between different regions, 
offering visitors a new way of experiencing Spain. 
 
Ultimately it is hoped that the prototype will encourage other countries with emerging 
wine-tourism sectors to adopt similar practices that will not only help develop wine tourism 
but create a regional tourism programme to adopt a more holistic approach to developing 
tourism expertise across multiple experiences.  
 
EMERGING WINE-TOURISM DESTINATIONS 
As wine is produced in almost every country in the world, so wine tourism has become an 
increasingly attractive tourism development opportunity for rural tourism destinations. The 
UNTWO’s newly published Wine Tourism Prototype is aimed to support the development of 
new tourism programmes and several destinations are working to develop their profiles 
within the industry; Central and Eastern European countries are increasingly becoming 
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wine-tourism destinations of note. 
 
The Republic of Moldova has an ancient history of wine dating back to 3,000 BC and has a 
strong export regional market to Russia, Poland and the Czech Republic. The country is 
known for its vast underground cellars and huge wine collections, such as the 1.5 million 
bottles and 200km of tunnels in the Milestii Mici cellars, recognised by the Guinness World 
Records, and the underground Crivoca Winery with its 120km of tunnels. The country hosts 
various wine-themed events including a National Wine Day, and the country’s wine-tourism 
offer is receiving accolades from journalists from all over the world including the US and the 
UK as ‘Europe’s next wine destination’. 
 
Tourism in Croatia has recovered to pre-war levels and tourism has become one of its key 
economic activities. Many rural regions have wineries and vineyards that are increasingly 
positioning themselves as wine-tourism destinations, particularly on the Istrian peninsula 
that extends along the Adriatic coast. Wine tourism pairs well with other activities on the 
peninsula such as agritourism, gastronomy, olive roads and cycling paths, and so is in an 
ideal position to grow.  
 
As the host country of the UNWTO’s 1st Global Conference on Wine Tourism in September 
2016, Georgia also has a long history of wine production (it is often referred to as ‘the 
cradle of wine’ with more than 8,000 vintages) and Georgian culture is heavily centred 
around wine. As a developing nation, wine tourism offers rural communities throughout 
Georgia significant economic opportunities and the government is also scouting for investors 
and providing support to entrepreneurs working in the hospitality sector with the aim of 
attracting visitors. 
 
Other emerging wine-tourism destinations include Bulgaria, which has a huge number of 
old wineries and cultural sites such as monasteries and churches that have significant 
historical links. A more unexpected emerging destination is Ethiopia, which supports land 
suitable for viniculture around the town of Ziway, so much so that the French wine company 
Castel Group began producing wine there in 2015. Wine tourism looks set to grow hand in 
hand with the increasing popularity of Ethiopia as a tourist destination on account of its rich 
cultural heritage, diversity of landscape and distinctive cuisine. 
 
MILLENNIALS – THE EMERGING WINE TOURIST 
Millennials, defined as those born between the early 1980s and 2000 (or aged between 20 
and 35 today), have emerged as the generation that consumed more wine than any other in 
2015 according to Fortune, drinking 42% of the total and an average of 3.1 glasses per 
sitting. By comparison, the Generation Xers (born between 1965 and 1980) were more 
abstemious, consuming 20% while the older Boomers (1946-64) drank 30%.  
 
As the next major consumer group, the Millennials have been charged as the generation 
‘capable of changing everything’; technologically savvy, environmentally engaged, with a 
strong thirst for knowledge and a need to share information widely with their peer group, 
Millennials are a discerning group of consumers who are less interested in brands than the 
whole experience.  
 
With technology king, Millennials spend a considerable amount of time online and there are 
a wealth of sites and apps dedicated to wine aimed at supporting Millennials’ quest for 
knowledge, such as online wine magazine VinePair, apps Delectable and Vivino that enable 
users to learn about specific wines, and online wine shops such as Naked Wines and the 
Wine Atelier. Blogs are a great source of information for the budding wine tourist and the 
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use of influencers is an important way of attracting Millennials whose use the Internet 
widely as a planning tool in most aspects of their lives. 
 
Financially, budgets are typically tight and Millennials are careful about what they purchase; 
79% of regular Millennial wine drinkers purchased wine in the US$10-15 price range, and 
make their choice based on value-focused wines from reputable regions. However, 
Millennials’ interest in wine extends beyond the bottle and a survey among wine-drinking 
Millennials in 2015 conducted by Wine Opinions found that 43% visited four or more winery 
tasting rooms in the past 12 months.  
 
For the future, it is widely agreed that the generation wields considerable spending potential 
and according to the UN, 200,000 million Millennials generate more than US$180 billion 
annually in tourism revenue, a 30% increase since 2007. Additional research from 
FutureCast in early 2016 found that nearly 25% of US adults earning US$500,000 a year 
were Millennials, a clear future benefit for the luxury travel industry, which includes some 
types of wine tourism, as the generation tends to splurge on ‘experiences’ rather than 
‘things’. As wine-tourism professionals enhance and develop their marketing messages and 
experiences that appeal to this group of discerning consumers, the future is looking 
exceptionally bright for wine tourism. 
 
Author: Kevin Millington is a director of Acorn Tourism Consulting Ltd, a tourism 
development firm based in East Sussex, UK. 
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